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Agenda Items Minutes: 
The meeting began at 12:42pm. 

 

Drew Maxwell began the meeting by updating the committee on recent campus 

facilities projects. The ballet studios have been stripped of their old flooring (some of 

which has been rolled and preserved for students to use to practice dance at home in 

the future) and the installation of the new flooring is currently scheduled for May 

25th. The front office is currently stocked with a large box of medical masks to be 

used by essential employees and any staff who must visit campus. Additionally, a 

shipment of 30 boxes of medical masks (of various grades) will be delivered in early 

July so that the school is stocked for the upcoming year before supplies run out. 

Drew also announced that 70 hand dispensers for alcohol disinfecting fluid have 

been ordered and will be installed outside each classroom entrance. Drew is working 

with Cintas, who provided the hand dispensers, to develop a plan to keep hand 

disinfectant and cleaning disinfectant supplied throughout the school year. Lastly, 

Drew shared that the ASA custodial staff has now transitioned to more maintenance 

focused tasks, such as installing flip down door stops. 

 

Drew then shared the Waterfall Consideration report, which outlined items such as 

the dance floor replacement, refurbishment of bandshell seating, installation of a new 

security gate near the blue wall (which will aid campus access for faculty and parents 

as well as provide an emergency crash gate for students), and installation of three 

outdoor sinks which are still in the bidding phase (looking at ballpark of $40,000, 

which includes rerouting of water lines). Additionally, Drew is looking into possible 

ventilation solutions and will be working with an expert to help find the best solution 

for next year. John Snider added that he feels comfortable with the waterfall 

considerations and believes we should consider any comfortable solutions we may 

have at the time. 

 

Drew then shared that he met with Nadia (Rich Newman’s business partner, designer 

and contractor specializing in landscape) who provided a bid on the bandshell 

refurbishment. Rich gave an overview of the site plans from Nadia which included 

option one: planting four trees to provide shade for students as well as installing 

additional seating and option two: planting four trees for shade and installing 

artificial turf instead of bench seating.  Drew expressed ASA’s need for additional 

seating  and shade rather than artificial turf and the additional heat that turf produces. 

Additionally, Drew highlighted that stackable bench seating could be reused in the 

future. 

 

Lastly, Michelle Ray presented a PowerPoint to highlight key points from the 

SmithGroup Return to Work Framework article. Following the presentation, Leah 

asked the committee for feedback regarding how ASA should plan for a safe return 

to campus (whenever that may be) with consideration of the SmithGroup framework. 

Drew highlighted the importance of implementing visual cues for students so that 

they aren’t in need of constant direction. Brady, a company we already work with, 

has decals available that can be used to implement visual cues such as lunchtime 

seating and hallway traffic flow. Tony Dietz found traffic flow diagrams to be 

extremely useful, especially in eliminating possible pinch points. Additionally, Tony 

brought up the idea of creating hybrid classrooms. Javier expressed his confidence 
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that the Facilities Committee can appropriately assist in executing a plan for a safe 

return to campus once it is created by Administration.  

 

The meeting adjourned at 1:48pm. 
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